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 etc... Disk Array Manager – the revolution in Storage Array Management Disk Array Manager is a complete solution for disk
arrays management, which is ideal for customers that use storage arrays on a daily basis to create storage media and solutions,
meet the increasing data recovery needs, data availability and capacity with high availability, and management and operation.
Disk Array Manager can be used to monitor, manage, optimize, troubleshoot, and update the status of disk arrays and their

component disks, it provides a powerful way for customers to analyze data on the disk array, and improve its performance and
capacity. For example, Disk Array Manager can recognize which data on disk array have been in use for a long time, and it can
choose the data that can be optimized in the future for better utilization, so that it can save the resources as well as reduce the
operations and maintenance costs. Disk Array Manager can also analyze, analyze and diagnose disk arrays. It can diagnose a

disk, a component disk, and its fault and replace it with new, it can also monitor the HDD's power consumption and voltage, and
automatically recover the device if it is unable to withstand the voltage, or at the time of fault, Disk Array Manager can restart
the device, and restore the disk array status. Disk Array Manager can also be used to optimize and manage a disk array's power

supply and components and replace their components for better efficiency and reliability. It can diagnose a disk array or
component disk, and repair it as necessary. It can also recognize the bad disks, and replace it with new ones. Disk Array

Manager can create and manage disk arrays, including Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) and physical disks, manage the operations
of a disk array, such as creating, deleting, duplicating, reading, writing, and destroying, and protect the data on disk arrays, so
that it can prevent data loss due to disasters and hard disk failure. It can also monitor and control the disk array's status, and

start, stop, and restart disks of the disk array. Disk Array Manager is a complete solution for disk array management that can
manage a disk array through visual tools and other methods that include logs, reports and tool bars to ensure that data recovery

needs are met as efficiently and quickly as possible. System Requirements Windows 2000 and higher, and minimum memory of
64 MB Free, paid software version DiskArray Manager is a complete solution for disk arrays management, which is ideal for

customers that use storage arrays on a daily basis 520fdb1ae7
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